WE WANT EVERYONE TO ENJOY SNOWMOBILING!

Avoid pressure ridges, and you fall through the thin ice.

Ice picks to pull yourself out if you fall through the ice.

Areas with current if you do.

Stay on the trails!

Slow Down!

Excessive speed is dangerous to both you and other snowmobilers. Every trail ride is not a cross country race!

Save the party for after the ride.

FUN, AND HELP!

Join a Snowmobile Club!

Join a Local Club!

Drive with your windows down.

Avoid alcoholic beverages.

Stay off!!

Stay in control.

Avoid becoming trapped if your vehicle breaks through.

Never drive on the ice at night.

Avoid becoming trapped if your vehicle breaks through. Never drive on the ice at night.

The Trails are established for safe riding. Many trails are on private property and will be closed if there are any problems.
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Stay on the Trails! The Trails are established for safe riding. Many trails are on private property and will be closed if there are any problems.